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Abstract 
The average error in the track impact parameter at the collision 
vertex is found to be 56 µ.m. A determination of the partial con-
tributions to this error from multiple Coulomb scattering and from 
alignment errors, respectively, yields (62±14) µm (p =momentum in 
Ge V / c) and 24.4± 2.0 µm. These results are found to be in accordance 
with expectations. The result for the error arising from alignment un-
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Reconstruction of particle tracks is an important part of the analysis in most 
particle physics experiments. This report presents two different ways of de-
termining how accurately a particle track can be measured. 
We begin with a short summary of the basic concepts of elementary par-
ticle physics. 
1.1 Particle physics at LEP 
Particle physics deals basically with the study of the basic constituents of 
matter and of the interactions between them [1]. The current picture is 
recapitulated in a theory called the Standard Model. At the present time, it 
states that all matter is made up of the six quarks and the six leptons listed 
in table 1. These particles a.re called fermions because they have half integer 
spin. Ordinary matter is made up from the members of the first column or 
generation. The two additional generations have b~en observed in particle 
physics experiments and in cosmic rays. The tau neutrino and the top quark 
have yet to be observed experimentally, although there a.re good theoretical 
evidence for their existence. The quarks seem to exist only in bound states 
containing two or three quarks. These bound states are called hadrons. 
The fermions interact by exchange of fundamental bosons-particles with 
integer spin-which are the carriers of four distinct types of fundamental 
interaction. Three of these are listed in table 2. The fourth one, gravity, 
is left out since it has negligible effect compared with the others within the 
scope of particle physics. 
Experimental research in the field of elementary particle physics require 
giant particle accelerators in order to acheive the high energies needed in the 
reactions. In Europe, the largest accelerators are situated at CERN-the 
european centre for particle physics. The most recent accelerator built at 
CERN is LEP, the Large Electron and Positron collider. It is currently in its 
first phase, operating at the zo resonance energy 91.2 GeV. Four experiments 
are active at LEP: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL. The results presented 
in this paper are valid for the DELPHI-experiment and the data it collected 
during 1991. 
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Table 1: The elementary fermions. For each particle 
given there is an associated anti-particle. The quarks 
are named up, down, charm, strange, top and bottom. 
There are three charged leptons - the electron, muon 
and tau - and three neutral leptons: the electron, muon 





Table 2: Three of the fundamental interactions. 
Interaction Particle Range (cm) 
Electromagnetic "/ 00 
Weak w+, w-, z0 10-16 





The large statistics attainable at LEP allow precision measurements and tests 
of the Standard Model [2]. One aspect of this - relevant for this report 
- is the study of the charm and bottom quarks, often referred to as the 
heavy quarks. Hadrons containing heavy quarks have very short lifetimes, 
they typically decay only a few millimeters away from the production point 
where they were created. The point of decay is named secondary vertex, see 
figure 1. In order to investigate these hadrons, their decays are reconstructed 
from the tracks registered in the detector. Here, high precision tracking and 
good knowledge of the errors are essential. 
This report concerns the positional errors on secondary vertices close to 









Figure 1: A particle is produced at the production point 
and decays at the secondary vertex. 
The errors on tracks, statistical and systematic, have several sources, the 
most important being multiple scattering, alignment, detector resolution and 
energy loss. In this paper an estimation is made of the contribution to the 
impact parameter error from three of the above named sources: multiple 
scattering, alignment and detector resolution. 
The hea.viest charged lepton - the tau - has a lifetime of the same order 
as hadrons containing heavy quarks. Further, its decays are easy to recognize 
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in a detector, which makes it useful for various kinds of measurements. These 
two characteristics makes it very suitable for our purposes. In this analysis 
we will use a sample of e+e- --+ z0 --+ r+r- events, where one of the produced 
taus decay into three charged iracks. 
1.3 A word on conventions 
All variables I and e stand for random variables or one measurement of the 
corresponding random variable. The coordinate system used throughout is 
such that the z-ax:is is parallel to the beam. The r</>-plane is perpendicular 
to the z-axis and (} is the polar angle in a sperical coordinate system. 
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2 The DELPHI Experiment 
DELPHI, {DEtector with Lepton Photon and Hadron Identification), has 
been opera.ting at LEP since 1989. It is designed as a general purpose detector 
with powerful particle identification especially in mind. Its specific attributes 
are the ring imagining Cherenkov counters, RICH, and the three-layer micro-
Vertex Detector, VD. 
2.1 Physics goals 
An important goal in DELPHI is to tag heavy quarks. This can be done 
by reconstructing secondary vertices resulting from hadronic decays of heavy 
quarks or looking at impact parameters of leptons produced in semileptonic 
decays. As mentioned, a primary B-meson travels typically about two mil-
limeters before decaying. Hadrons containing cha.rm quarks have even shorter 
tracks. The short Hight distance makes the decay vertex hard to distinguish 
from the primary vertex. A good particle identificati<?n combined with high 
precision on impact parameters and reconstructed vertices is thus crucial for 
the tagging of heavy quarks (3]. 
2.2 The detector 
Here the general layout of of the DELPHI detector will be described briefly. 
A more complete description is given in (4]. The VD is described in some-
what more detail, since the results presented later are closely related to the 
performance of this detector. 
A perspective view of DELPHI is shown in figure 2. It" consists of a 
cylindrical section, the barrel, and two end-caps. 
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1 micro-vertex detector 10 barrel muon chambers 
2 inner detector 11 forward chamber A 
3 time projection chamber 12 small angle tagger (SAT) 
4 barrel ring imaging 13 forward RICH 
Cherenkov counter (RICH) 
5 outer detector 14 forward chamber B 
6 high density projection 15 forward electromagnetic 
chamber (HPC) calorimeter 
7 superconducting solenoid 16 forward muon chambers 
8 time of flight counters 17 forward scintillator 
(TOF) hodoscope 
9 hadron calorimeter 
Figure 2: Perspective view of the DELPHI detector. The very small 
angle tagger (VSAT) falls outside the view. 
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The magnetic field of 1.2 T is produced by a superconducting solenoid. 
The field is parallel to the z-axis and is very homogenous. A 45 Ge V muon 
traversing this field has a maximum track radius of about 145 m. 
The beam pipe has a diameter of 112 mm and its wall is 1.4 mm thick. It is 
made from beryllium in order to minimize the effects of multiple scattering. 
A 1 Ge V / c particle is scattered typically O. 7 mrad by the material in the 
beam pipe. 
The tracking detectors in DELP HI are the micro-Vertex Detector (VD), 
the Inner Detector, ID, the Time Projection Chamber, TPC, and the Outer 
Detector, OD. Of these, the VD has the best resolution in r<P and the TPC 
the best resolution in z. The TPC is also the principal pattern recognition 
device in DELPHI; track reconstruction starts from its information. 
The RICH, a velocity measuring device, sits between the TPC and the 
OD. The combined information from the tracking detectors and the RICH is 
used for particle identification. 
2.2.1 The micro-vertex detector 
The VD, shown in figure 3, consists of three concentric cylindrical silicon 
layers and covers 27r in the azimuthal angle and 43° to 137° in the polar 
angle. The closer layer has a mean radius of 63 mm, the inner 88 mm and 
the outer 108 mm. The silicon plaquettes cover each 15° in r</J with overlaps 
between sectors. Accurate alignment of the detector is made possible by 
these overlap regions. 
The n-doped silicon crystals are 280 µm thick. One face is covered with 
5 µm p-doped diode strips and aluminium contacts. The distance between 
the strips, the pitch, is 25 µm with every other strip read ou~ [5]. 
The principle for particle detection is illustrated in figure 4. Connect-
ing the strips to negative voltage depletes the n-doped silicon of free charge 
carriers and produces a electric field in the crystal. A high-energy parti-
cle traversing the detector will produce a narrow tube of electron-hole pairs 
around its path. Under the influence of the electric field, the electrons drift 
towards the ground plane and the holes towards the diode strips where they 
are collected. The signals so produced are read out by charge-sensitive ampli-
fiers. The hit position is found by weighting together signals from adjacent 
read out strips. In beam tests resolutions better than 10 µm have been 
obtained [6]. 
At the moment the VD gives only information in the r</J-plane but a 
double-sided detector, which would give also the z-coordinates of the hits, is 
under developement. 
8 




Figure 4:. Plaquette with traversing particle. [7] 
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3 Tau Decays 
Since tau decays play an important part in this analysis, a short review of 
the tau lepton and its decay modes is in order. 
The tau lepton was discovered in 1975 at the e+e- collider SPEAR. Since 
then, a thorough investigation of its properties has been made by a number 
of experiments (8]. Their results all indicate that the T lepton interacts in 
the same way as the other two known charged leptons, the electron and the 
muon. In the framework of the Standard Model the T is placed in a third 
lepton doublet together with its associated neutrino "r· Figure 5 shows the 
first order diagram for T-pair production in a e+e--collider. 
zo 
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Figure 5: First order Feynman diagram for T-pair pro-
duction in e+e--annihilation at the z0-resonance. 
However, because of its relatively large mass, the tau behaves very differ-
ently from the electron and the muon. Several hadrons are lighter than the 
tau, making semihadronic tau decay possible, see figure 6. Such a decay has 
the form of a very narrow jet consisting of only a few particles; a pencil jet. 
The momentum spectrum of the hadronic tau decay products is relatively 
wide, as shown in figure 7. Since low momentum tracks are more sensitive to 
multiple scattering, this opens the possibility of using tau decays to estimate 
the effect of multiple scattering. 
In order analyse tau decays, it is convenient to group the decays into 




Figure 6: First order diagram for the semihadronic T 
decay. The tau decays weakly into the light quarks de 
and u. de is a mixed state of the d and s quarks. This 
state is produced in ·weak decay whereas the quark states 
in table 1 are produced in strong decay. 
charged particles produce visible tracks, and therefore the decays are divided 
into different groµps depending on the number of charged tracks. A decay 
into one charged particle and an arbitrary number of neutrals is called a one-
prong decay whereas a decay into three charged particles (and additional 
neutrals) is a three-prong decay. Five-prong decays also exist, but they are 
much more rare than the other two topologies. 
The branching ratios (BR) are given in table 3. We see that the one-prong 
decays are by far the most frequent ones. 
Tables 4 and 5 show in more detail the different channels for one-prong 
and three-prong decay respectively. A specific state always implies its charge 
conjugate as well. n should be noted that the decay commonly has an 
intermediate state in form of a short lived resonance. The decay.,.-+ Vr?r-11"0 
is dominated by the p meson and in the three-prong case thew and the A1 
resonances are often formed. 
The channels containing strange particles (mostly kaons) are not given 
here. They all have branching ratios in the order of one percent or less. 
12 
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Table 3: Measurements of the topological branching ra-
tios of tau decays [8). The numbers quoted are world 
averages. 
II decay I BR(%) II 
one-prong 86.5 ± 0.3 
three-prong 13.4 ± 0.3 
five-prong 0.14 ± 0.04 
Table 4: Branching ratios for the most important one-
prong channels. [8) 
II decay I BR(%) II 
T-+ Vreiie 17.7 ± 0.4 
T-+ VrP,Vµ 17.8 ± 0.4 
T-+ Vr'lr- 10.8 ± 0.6 
T -+ Vr'lr-1ru 22.6±1.1 
Table 5: Branching ratios for the largest three-prong 
channels. [8] 
II decay jBR(%)11 
r -+ Vr'lr-'lr+'lr- 6.4 ± 0.4 
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Figure 7: Pr -distribution of the charged tracks seen in 
three-prong tau decays. · 
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4 Event Selection · 
In order to get a reliable result, we need a clean and large sample of three-
prong tau events. These requirements can quite easily be met in DELPHI 
because of the high statistics and the precision tracking. 
The event sample was extracted from 300 000 zo events applying the 
following cuts (9]: 
1. Only charged particles with momentum greater than 0.5 Ge V were 
kept; 
2. the background from hadronic events wa.s minimised by demanding 
a maximum of six charged tracks, one of which had to be isolated in angle 
from all the other particles in the event by at lea.st 155°; 
3. contamination from 1"1-events was minimized by requiring that the 
total visible energy in the event be greater than 8 Ge V and that the transverse 
~ ~ 
missing momentum PTmi .. be greater than 0.4 GeV. PTmi., is defined as the 
vector sum of the momenta transverse to the beam direction; 
4. in order to reduce the background coming from e+e- -+ e+e- events 
the total electromagnetic energy in the event had to be smaller than 70 GeV; 
5. contamination from e+e- -+ µ+µ- events was removed by requiring 
the total visible momentum to be less than 75 Ge V. 
These cuts reduce the initial sample to about 3000 zo -+ .,.+.,.- candi-
dates. In the final selection cuts on the track quality was applied, requiring 
especially that the tracks forming the three-prong have sufficient informa-
tion from the VD. For simplicity, only events with exactly four tracks were 
accepted. 
Cuts on the three-prong tracks: 
1. The tracks must be well inside all layers of the VD, implying that (J 
15 
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1. The tracks must be well inside all layers of the VD, implying that B 
should be between 45°and 135°. 
2. at least two hits in the VD. If exactly two hits, they must not be in 
the overlaps of the same layer since this would give a bad refit of the track. 
This leaves 683 events which were used in the subsequent analysis. 
16 
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5 Errors on Vertices 
5.1 Method 
5.1.1 Track approximations and track fits 
In a. homogenous ma.gnetic field, the track of a. cha.rged pa.rticle ha.s the form 
of a. helix. With the field pa.ra.llel to the z-direction, the pa.rticle will then 
trace out a. circle in the rtP--pla.ne. In a projection perpendicula.r to the beam 
the tra.cks ca.n therefore be appro:x:ima.ted with circle-a.res. 
In a. projection pa.ra.llel to the beam, the tracks a.re sinusiodal. However, 
because of the la.rge momentum ca.rried by the tracks, their form will be close 
to a. straight line, at least over a dista.nce that is much sma.ller tha.n the radius 
of curvature of the track. 
The data recorded in a.n event is processed through a track finding al-
gorithm a.nd fits a.re made to the found tracks. In this first track fit, the 
information from the VD is not taken into account. However, the track fit 
can be substa.ntia.lly improved by refitting the tra.cks using this informa.tion. 
The refitting ca.n be done in several ways. Here the tra.cks were refitted 
using two different methods. The first one (the Kalman filter method [10] 
[11]) makes a refit using both the old track fit a.nd the VD hits. It takes 
multiple scattering into account. The second method (the circle method 
[12]) fits a circle through the VD hits, the radius of the circle being known 
through the momentum a.nd the ma.gnetic field. 
5.1.2 Calculation of the error 
The error in the r<P--plane on a vertex ca.n be estima.ted by calculating the 
crossing point of two tracks a.nd mea.suring the shortest dista.nce to the third 
track. This impa.ct pa.rameter is ca.lled Irmi,.. 
Since the measured dista.nce is a.ppro:x:imately perpendicula.r to the direc-
tion of flight of the initial pa.rticle, this method measures the error only in 
tha.t direction. It is worth noting that the error is much la.rger pa.ra.llel to the 
direction of flight. The rea.son is that the opening a.ngles between the tracks 
a.re small. A relatively sma.11 error in the tra.ck position will then tra.nslate 
into a la.rge error in the longitudinal vertex position, see figure 8. 
The longitudinal error ca.n be calculated if we know the initial direction of 
flight. This direction ca.n suita.bly be a.ppro:x:ima.ted with the thrust a.xis for 
the three pa.rticle tracks. Here we will only give a. very rough approximation 
and set the initial pa.rticle direction equal to the direction of one of the tracks. 






Figure 8: Approximation of the longitudinal error ~L· 
(The tracks are approximated with straight lines.) 
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1 ( 1 1 ) 
t!L ~ 21rmi,. tan </J13 + tan </J23 • (1) 
Irmi,. is calculated as follows: the tracks are refitted using the information 
:Crom the VD. The two points of intersection between two tracks of opposite 
charge are calculated approximating the tracks with circles in r</J. The dis-
tances :Crom these two points to the third track are calculated. Irmi,. is then 
chosen as the smallest of these two distances, see figure 9. 




Figure 9: Calculation of Irmi••· 
Recall that the error parallel to the tau filght direction is big, typically 
of the same order as the tau filght distance itself (a couple of mi11imeters ). 
Therefore it is not a useful approach to determine Irmi,. by choosing the 
vertex which is on the physically correct side of the beamspot. 
Irmi,. is calculated for every pair of oppositely charged tracks. The sign 
of Irmi,. is determined according to the geometrical sign convention; negative 





The vertex error in the z-direction is called lz. Calculating lz, the tracks 
are approximated with straight lines. A z-coordinate for each track is calcu-
lated by inserting the transverse coordinates for the vertex in the straight line 
equations for the three tracks. The differences between these z-coordinates, 
Zi - z;, (where i,j = 1, 2, 3 and i f:. j) is identified with lz. This method 
gives three Iz per event. 
5.2 Results 
5.2.1 Resolution in the r</>-plane 
Refitting the tracks with the Kalman filter method, we get the Irmiu distribu-
tion shown in figure 10. The circle method results in the I.,.mi .. distribution 
in figure 11. We see that the circle method in fact gives a. slightly better 
result. The most important improvement is the significant reduction of the 
tails. The results presented below are therefore based on the circle method. 
None of the distributions (figure 10 and 11) is well fit by a Gaussian. 
Equation ( 1) can be used to find the order of magnitude of the longitudinal 
error. Using CT.,.miaa = 56 µm and </>13 = </>23 = 3° we get CTL ~ 1 mm. 
5.2.2 Resolution in the z-direction 
The measurement of Iz gave the result shown in figure 12. Neither is this 
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6 Errors on Tracks· 
The vertex error distribution obtained in the previous section can be used to 
estimate the track errors1 • To do this we need to express Irmiaa as a function 
of the track errors. Since Irmi .. is small compared to the radius of curvature 
of the tracks, we can approximate the tracks with straight lines. The vertex is 
constructed from track 1 and track 2, and the errors on the angles <Pi and on 
the transverse momentum PT are neglected. This gives the error propagation 
formula 
sin </J23 sin </J31 
IrmiH = . ,J. €1 + . ,J. €2 + €3 
sm 'f'12 sm 'f'12 
(2) 
where the indices i,j denote the track number. </Ji; is the opening angle 
between track i and j counted from track i, and €i is the error on track i at 
the tau decay vertex. The derivation of equation (2) is referred to appendix 
A. Assuming that the three track errors €i are independent, we get 
( sin <Pia ) 
2 (sin <Pa1 ) 2 2 CT rmiaa = . ,J. CT1 + . ,J. CT2 + CT 3 
sm 'f'12 sin 'f'12 
where the standard deviation of the track error, CTi, can be expressed as 




pTi + CTat• 
(3) 
Here CTm./ PT, is the error in track i due to multiple scattering and CT0 1 is 
the error caused by alignment errors and the finite intrinsic resolution. There 
are also errors arising from the uncertainty in momentum and the energy loss 
in the beam tube and the detector, but these will be neglected here, since 
they give a much smaller contribution than the two sources mentioned above. 
The assumption that D'm• and D'al are mere constants is an oversimplifi-
cation. They both depend on the geometry of the track; how many hits that 
were used in the refitting of the track and the relative positions of these hits. 
In addition, the multiple scattering has a slight dependence on 8. In the next 
section these points will be discussed in more detail. 
6.1 Theoretical estimation of O'al and O'ma 
The objective of this section is to find the approximative magnitudes of the 
errors from multiple scattering and alignment. In a detailed calculation one 
1
'track error' is short for 'error on the impact parameter at perigee for a track'. 
24 
would have to take into account the number and location of the hits for every 
track and its position in 8 a.s well as the relative occurences of the possible hit 
combinations. We will not do this. Instead, results from separate calculations 
for every possible hit combination for two different angles is presented. 
6.1.1 Alignment and resolution effects 
The error on the impact parameter depends partially on the hit error com-
bined with the geometry of the track; how many hits that are used in the fit 
and in which layers these hits are located. The hit error in turn depends on 
the intrinsic resolution in the detector and the alignment error. For short, 
this error is here referred to a.s the alignment error. 
The distribution of the error in the hit position on a plaquette is shown 
in figure 13. We see that it is reasonable to set CThit ~ 10 µm. 
According to appendix B and [13], we have for two hits 
( R1 )
2 
2 ( Ri ) 2 2 
CTal = 1 + R
2 
_ Ri <Thitl + R
2 
_ Ri <Thit2 
and for hits in all three layers the error is given by 
<Tai = ( Rr + 2Ro )
2 (1 )2 ( Rr + 2Rc ) 2 
3(Ro - Re) <Tc + 3<Tr + 3(Ro - Re) <To • 
6.1.2 Results 
The numerical results obtained from the formulas above are given in table 6. 
Table 6: CTal for different hit combinations. (CI = hits 
in the closer and inner layers, CO = hits in the closer 
and outer layers etc.) 





6.1.3 Multiple scattering 
When an electrically charged particle traverses a layer of matter, it is de-
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Figure 14: Definition of the deviation angle 5 due to 
multiple scattering. 
multiple scattering causes a random deviation 5 from the original particle 
trajectory, see figure 14. 
An approximate value of the standard deviation of 5 is given by Molieres 
formula (see (10] for instance) 
tr,= 
14~:eV z{f (i +0.0381n ;.) 
where {3c is the velocity of the particle, z is the absolute value of the charge 
number, X 0 the radiation length of the material and z the traversed thickness. 
The derivation starts from the Rutherford formula for scattering of point-like 
spinless particles. We are here only interested in the projection of 5 in the 
r</>-plane, sr<P. Setting {3 ~ 1 and z = 1 gives 
o-r"' = 14.lMe v I c ~ (i + o.oas in t. ) 
Pr V~ Xosm8 (4) 
where t is the thickness of the scattering layer. This formula. describes the 
multiple scattering in a. thin layer as a. function of PT. Setting 8 = 90° gives 
o-;<P ~ 0.60 mrad for the silicon pads and o-r<P ~ O. 70 mrad for the beampipe. 
8 = 45° gives respectively 0.73 mrad and 0.85 mrad. 
On its way out from the production point, a particle is first scattered an 
angle 5B by the beampipe, then the first measurement of the track position 
is obtained in the closer layer of the VD. At the same time the particle is 
scattered again (with angle 5c). As it reaches the outer layer it has already 
27 
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been scattered in three thin layers, not considering the overlaps. In the track 
reconstruction, the original track is finally identified with the best fit to the 
hits obtained. 
In order to calculate the error on the impact parameter that this proce-
dure causes, we have to take the exact geometry of the event into account. 
The formulas (12) and (14) derived in appendix B and used in the previous 
section are useful also here, but instead of the hit errors we put in the er-
rors caused by multiple scattering. The sum in quadrature is taken over the 
scattering angles and not the hit errors, which are now correlated. 
Consider figure 15. The horisontal line is the initial track direction. The 
deviations e from this direction can be expressed in terms of the scattering 








Figure 15: Calculation of the contribution from multiple 
scattering to the impact parameter error. 
mately perpendicular to the plaquettes and that the scattering angles are 
very small we find that the errors on each layer can be written as 
ec - Sa(Rc - Ra) 
er - Sa(Rr - Ra)+ Sc(Rr - Re) 




Using the above expressions in equations (12) and (14), rearranging and 
summing in quadrature over independent terms gives the results quoted in 
table 7. 
Table 7! <Tm• in µmGeV /c for different hit combinations. 
II hits in II 8 = 45° I 8 = 90° II 
CI 123 101 
co 107 88 
IO 449 370 
CIO 67 55 
6.2 Experimental estimation of O'al and O'ina 
I'f"mi .. depends on the track errors·ei and the relative orientation of the tracks. 
Thus we should be able to determine <Tm• and <Tat by comparing the measured 
I'f"mi•• with <T'f"mi .. calculated from equation (3) for every event and choosing 
the values <Tat and CTma that give the best agreement. This might be done by 
minimizing 
(5) 
with respect to <Tai and <1'mo where N is the number of measured IT"miH• 
Equation (5) can be understood by considering a stochastic variable X with 
variance V(X) = u 2 and mean E(X) = m. The variance can also be written 
u2 = V(X) = E(X2 ) - (E(X))2 = E(X2 ) - m 2 
If X has mean m = 0 we have 
or 
This result implies that the stochastic variable ( ~rmi." ) 2 should have a T"mtaa 











However, using equation (5) as it stands would give very heavy weight to 
those events where 1,,.mi .. is greater than <T,,.mi•• in comparison with events 
where they are approximately equal or when u,,.miaa is greater than 1,,.miaa• 
This is undesirable and therefore equation (5) has to be modified. A better 
weighting of the events is obtained if we instead minimize 
6.2.1 Results 
Minimizing (6) with MINUIT yields 
<Tm• = 62 ± 14 µmGeV /c 




The error on secondary vertices is found to be at best 56 µm. This number 
is valid (approximately) perpendicular to the flight direction. In the longi-
tudinal direction the error is of the same order of magnitude as the flight 
distances for short lived particles. 
The theoretical (tables 6 and 7) and experimental (section 6.2.1) results 
obtained for the contribution from multiple scattering and alignment errors 
to the track errors are in reasonable accordance. A comparison of the results 
for the alignment error (table 6 and the cr01-value in section refsec:expres) 
suggest that the hit error (figure 13) might be somewhat overestimated. 
7.1 Comparison with results obtained using muons 
The most straight forward way to measure the error on the impact parameter 
is to look at muon pair production, e+e- -+ zo-+ µ+ µ-. 
Since both muons come from the same point and are nearly back to back 
we can express IµmiH as the sum of the individual track errors: 
I µmiH = Etrackl + €track2 (7) 
This gives directly the error on the impact parameter if we assume that the 
errors from the two tracks are equal and independent, i e can be added in 
quadrature, in which case we get 
C7'µmiH 
C7'track = \/'2 • (8) 
In DELPHI the current value on crµmi .. is 34 µmin r<f>, see figure 16. This 
gives, using equation (8), an impact parameter error on high PT tracks of 24 
µmin r<f>. 
Because of the high PT of muon tracks, Iµmi., will be quite insensitive to 
multiple scattering. Thus we can in this case neglect the first term in ( 4) 


















-250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200 250 
µm 
Figure 16: Muon miss distance Iµmiaa· [7] 
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A Derivation of the Irmiss Error Propagation 
Formula 
We want to know how errors in the track positions affect the value of Irmiu, 
which is itself' an error; ii the tracks have no errors, Irmi .. will of course be 
zero. 
Irmi .. does not depend on the track parameters <Pi and ti but only on their 
errors d</Ji and dti. In fact, I.,.mi .. is equivalent to the error dL on the distance 
L defined in figure 17. L is the distance of closest approach for three tracks 
in two dimensions. In the tau decay, we know that L is always zero, but 
this subcondition does of course not affect the form of the error propagation 
formula. 
The tracks are approximated with straight lines and expressed using the 
coordinates illustrated in figure 18. 
Y1 = z1 tan 4'1 - ti/ cos 4'1 
Y2 = Z2 t~ 4'2 - t2/ cos 4'2 
y3 = Z3 tan </J3 - t3/ cos </J3 
The subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote the track number. 
According to figure 17, L is the difference between the points ( Zm, Ym) and 
(zv,Yv) where (zv,Yv) is the crossing point of tracks 1 and 2, and (zm,Ym) is 
the point on the third track that is closest to (zv,Yv): 
L = V(zm - Zv)2 + (Ym - Yv)2 • 
The crossing point of tracks 1 and 2 is 
ti/ cos 4'1 - t2/ cos 4'2 Zv = 
tan 4'1 - tan 4'2 
Yv = Zv tan 4'1 - ti/ cos 4'1 
The point (zm,Ym) is found by minimizing 




Figure 17: Definition of Land the points (:cm,Ym) and (:cv,Yv)· 
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Figure 18: Definition of the coordinates </> and t. 
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Ym = Zm tan </Ja - ta/ cos </J3. 
Logarithmic differentiation of equation (9) gives the error propagation for-
mula 
3 ( ) ' 1 azm azv aym ayv dL = £2 ~ (zm - Zv)( at· - at·)+ (Ym - Yv)( 8t· - {jt:) dt; 
1=1 I I I I 
{10) 
Note that the angle errors d</J; are neglected in this formula. Only the trans-
verse deviations dti of the tracks (at perigee) are considered. Putting the 
explicit expressions for Zm, Ym, Zv and Yv into equation (16) gives, after a 
short calculation, 
sin </J23 sin "'31 
lrmi .. = dL = . </J dt1 + . </J dt2 + dta 
sm 12 sin 12 
(11) 
where cPi; is, as before, short for </J;-</J;. Formula (11} is the same as formula 




B Derivation of the Impact Parameter Er-
ror Formulas 
A straight line approximation is used. Note that the final expressions ob-
tained here require that the hit errors be independent. 



















- - - =fitted track 
Figure 19: The errors e1 and f2 produce the error e0 • 
The geometry is illustrated in figure 19: the horisontal line is the trajectory 
the particle would have had if no multiple scattering had occurred. The 
dashed line is the fitted track. It goes through the two hits, shown as two 
crosses in the figure. 
The hit errors are denoted with e1 and e2• They give rise to the error e0 at 
perigee. R1 + l is the crossing point of the fitted track and the true track. For 
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simplicity, the same notation has been used for the stochastic variables ( wich 
have properties like variances and means) and the corresponding random 
values (which are mere numbers). 
Using the la.w of conform triangles we immediately get 






The expression (R1)/(R2 - R1) is ca.lled the leverarm. 
If the errors e1 and e2 are independent, we can a:dd the terms in equation 
(12) in quadrature. Denoting the standard deviation of Ei with <Ti we then 
arrive at the final expression 
(13) 
B.2 Three hits 
The best straight straight line fit to three points is such that the distance 
from the middle-point to the line is twice as big as the distance from the two 
side-points to the line, see figure 20. 
The true track is the line y = 0. The fitted track is described by the 
equation 
y = az + b 
where 
(e1 - .\1) - (e; - .\;) 








Ac =Ao= A 






















Figure 20: Impact parameter error for a track with three hits. 
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b = Ei - Ai - aR;. 
The ind.ices i and j refer to the closer, inner and outer layers. We want to cal-
culate b, which is identical to the error on the impact parameter. Eliminating 
A and solving for b gives 
R1+2Ro 1 R1+2Rc 
b = 3(Ro - Re) ee + 3e1- 3(Ro - Re) eo. {14) 
If' the hit errors ee, e1 and eo are independent we can express crb as 
<1'.b = ( R1 + 2Ro ) 
2 
( 1 ) 2 ( R1 + 2Rc ) 
2 
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